Money-saving, No Installation, All-in-one Audio System
The plug-and-play way to advanced intelligibility
REDCAT, a single sound panel audio solution, uses exciter technology to effectively distribute the teacher’s voice throughout the
classroom. Logically, it also happens to save tremendously on audio technology expenses. Installation of a traditional, conespeaker based classroom audio system easily adds 30+% to the cost of equipment.

Installation required: none
With literally no cost of installation, REDCAT delivers maximum value for every technology dollar. Use it right out of the box. Just
wear the comfortable, lightweight mic. Turn it on. And let your natural voice be heard. While the REDCAT’s footprint may be
modest, the results are anything but.

Full access to teacher’s
natural voice
Exciter technology takes
advantage of the teacher’s
natural voice and sound
reflection from walls, ceiling
and floor.

Integrates wirelessly
with other media
Infrared wireless
technology makes it easy to
connect REDCAT to other
audio sources (e.g.,
computers, DVD players).

Eliminate feedback,
once and for all
Microphone and sound
panel system are so
perfectly tuned they prevent
feedback, no matter where
teachers stand.

The iRMC Media Connector
Cost-saving, No installation Solution for Audio Integration
The iRMC Media Connector is designed to integrate and
amplify all classroom multimedia audio sources with ease.
Computers, DVD players, MP3 players, etc. can be
connected to the compact device which wirelessly
transmits the signal to a Lightspeed classroom audio
system for crystal clear amplification.
Download this flyer at www.sitech.co.nz/flyers_and_catalogues

Use your property grants to ensure ALL your students can hear
“The board of trustees can use the property grant to install classroom sound field systems. These systems
distribute the teacher’s voice throughout the classroom (via speakers) and can benefit a number of students by
improving the level of the teacher’s voice relative to background noise at the student’s location in the classroom.”
Reference: MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SPECIAL EDUCATION INFORMATION SHEET, 13/1/13 Auditory Processing Disorder

Read more about how classroom soundfield systems can impact on learning achievement
http://www.sitech.co.nz/vdb/document/316

www.sitech.co.nz/redcat_soundfield_system
Free Phone 0800 100 607

Email: sales@sitech.co.nz

Visit www.sitech.co.nz for current pricing, online quotes and to place an order. Email sales@sitech.co.nz

